
We present a novel method for estimating depth and camera pose in 

dynamic scenes featuring moving objects, leveraging videos captured by 

moving cameras. Building upon the monocular depth estimator MiDAS, 

our approach enhances accuracy by fine-tuning MiDAS[1] with 

geometric and temporal constraints to mitigate inconsistencies in frame-

by-frame predictions. Our method demonstrates superior depth 

estimation capabilities, comparable to state-of-the-art results.
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Our Method

 In Figure 1, we present an overview of our model. We employ a test-

time training approach to train on specific video segments, fine-tuning 

the camera pose, depth network, and movement estimator with 

Reprojection Loss. Additionally, we introduce an auxiliary motion 

trajectory field for 3D point scene flow prediction. This fine-tuning 

process enables our depth network to produce consistent video depth.

Figure 1: Overview of our model 

Overview

 Our experiments utilize the MPI Sintel dataset [5], which contains 

23 animated film segments. This dataset is valuable for evaluating the 

accuracy of our depth and camera pose estimations, as it provides 

ground truth depth and camera pose information.

Quantitative result

 In Table 1, we compare our method  with the state-of-the-art 

casualSAM [6] in depth estimation, our method exhibits slightly lower 

overall scores across the 23 videos of the Sintel dataset. However, we 

significantly outperform casualSAM in dynamic regions, owing to our 

effective computation of object motion trajectories, which underscores 

the strength of our motion trajectory field.

Qualitative result

 Figures 5 showcase depth prediction results for specific video 

segments, with five frames selected from each. The displays include the 

original RGB image, initial depth by MiDAS, results from the previous 

casualSAM method, our results, and the ground truth. It's evident that 

MiDAS depth varies greatly across frames. Although casualSAM 

offers more consistency, its accuracy on moving objects, like the 

dragon's wings in Figure 3, is less precise. Our method effectively 

addresses these issues.

Figure 5: Result of temple_2 sequence in MPI Sintel dataset.

Reprojection Loss

 Figure 2 displays two frames from a video. If the two red dots in the 

upper image point to the same location in space, after being projected to 

3D space by estimated depth, the two points should align in 3D space, as 

shown in the left image. However, due to inconsistencies in depth 

estimation across frames, projecting the same point into 3D space may 

lead to misalignment, as illustrated in the right image. This error can be 

decomposed into two losses (spatial loss and disparity loss in right image), 

which we aim to optimize.

Figure 2: Reprojection Loss, mentioned in [2]

Dynamic modeling

We will train a CNN-based movement estimator to estimate moving 

objects, as illustrated in Figure 3. For dynamic regions, we utilize a 

motion trajectory field, as mentioned in [3], to estimate the scene flow, 

which models the displacement of 3D points. then supervise depth 

network and motion trajectory field with a modified reprojection loss, as 

depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Movement estimation

Figure 4: Reprojection Loss in dynamic region, mentioned in [4] 

 Figures 6 depict the results of camera pose estimation for specific 

video segments. The red line represents our result, while the black line 

indicates the ground truth. It's evident that our result highly overlaps 

with the ground truth.

Figure 6: Camera pose  of temple_2 sequence in MPI Sintel dataset.
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